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IHOP

Eco Lab Chlorine 200

RIC (server area)
Walk-in refrigerator
Walk-in freezer
RIC 1 (cold holding station line)

41
45

25
40

Lettuce
Tomatoes, sliced
Cheese, sliced
Chicken tenders
Ham
Chicken tenders 2
Liquid eggs
Hashbrowns

Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding

55
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150
150
36
48
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No
No
No
No
No

No
No



11
0

8: Hand washing sink in dishwasher area has a leak. Please fix leak at hand 
washing sink.
14: Ice machine is not clean. Please discard ice machine, and wash, rinse, and 
sanitize interior.
20: Cold holding foods are not at 41 degrees or below. Please maintain cold 
foods at 41 degrees or below.
21: Several items found past discard date. Please use or discard items by their 
discard date. Some containers were not labeled. Please label containers 
including discard date.
22: Paperwork is not present for time as a public health control. Please provide 
paperwork for time as a public health procedure and specific items.
37: Food containers are not covered in freezer on cook line. Please cover all 
food in storage.
41: Plates are stored upright. Please invert plates on serving line.
45: There is ice buildup in walk-in freezer on floor and on shelves. The 
microwaves, toasters, and waffle makers are not clean. Coolers and freezer on 
serving line are not clean. One is observed with water on the bottom. The stove 
is not clean.  Please clean equipment and maintain cleanliness.
47: The handles of equipment are greasy and sticky. The microwaves, coolers, 
and freezers, etc. The area around toasters and waffle makers are not clean. 
The area around the serving plates are not clean on both sides. Please clean 
exterior of equipment and counters.
53: The wall and ceiling are dirty or stained in certain areas. The vents are loose 
and dusty in kitchen. The floor is wet in the dry storage area and beside ice 
machine. Please maintain facilities.
55: The current permit is not posted. Please renew permit. Call 901-222-9175 for 
more information p.
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1: PIC can demonstrate knowledge.
2: Policy posted on back board by ice machine
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
9: 
10: No delivery 
11: 
12: 
13: 
15: 
16: Observed several orders being prepared adequately.
17: 
18: No foods are cooked, cooled, and reheated. All side dishes are stored either frozen and cooked to order or fresh and 
cooked to order. No foods are cooled and reheated.
19: 
23: The consumer advisory is present for both reminder and disclosure on menu.
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
57: 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
58: 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.
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Safe food donation pamphlet donation given

Additional Comments


